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OUR COMPLIANCE INITIATIVE 
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TEXAS ESCORT LAWS

WITH SAFETY 

in mind.

Kenco’s technicians are aware of all responsibilities regarding safety including the statutory safeguards 
by which our customers, our personnel and the motoring public are protected. We understand that 
compliance with statutory safeguards is not only a compulsory directive, but a vital and proven element of 
public safety. 

We refer to the essential presence of uniformed police escorts to accompany any high load that may create 
a potential traffic hazard. Civilian escorts and bucket truck operators are prohibited from engaging the 
motoring public to influence normal traffic flow. Uniformed police escorts are necessary for such actions 
and are required by law to accompany all over-height loads. 

The following maneuvers are not allowed unless escorted by uniformed police:

»   Driving on the wrong side of the roadway
»   Driving the wrong way
»   Splitting lanes on a divided highway

As a matter of public record, the complete list of applicable statutes is incorporated into the Texas 
Transportation Code and may be located as follows:

»   Texas Transportation Code § 544.004 »   Texas Transportation Code § 545.063 & 064  
»   Texas Transportation Code § 545.051 »   Texas Transportation Code § 546.001 & 002

Kenco cites Texas statutes relevant to this document. All other states have similar statutes and laws, equal 
in content and spirit, that are incorporated herein by reference. 

As service providers and conscientious citizens, we believe that compliance with safety guidelines and 
legal statutes will serve to protect those who depend upon us as professionals to be diligent, responsible, 
careful and accountable when transporting your HIGH LOAD through OPEN ROADS.

»   Proceeding into or through an intersection on a red light
»   Stopping in an intersection and blocking traffic
»   Directing or re-directing traffic

Kenco’s top priority is safety and we conduct our business with the welfare of persons and 
property in mind. Kenco provides experienced, trained and certified technicians that are fully 
capable and equipped to ensure that our customers’ best interests are met. 


